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15 Years = 1,000 Cars Provided!        

June 3, 2019 Tampa, FL – What an amazing 15 years it’s been! Susan Jacobs, Founder and CEO of 
Wheels of Success, and her team, have had immense success in presenting 1,000+ cars/vehicles to 
deserving clients over the past 15 years. Good, dependable transportation effects your professional and 
personal life and that’s why Wheels of Success gives! Joanne Weiland, Founder of LinktoEXPERT 
understands that and that’s why she has served on the Wheels of Success board of directors and board 
of advisors and is a big believer in the program! Joanne and Susan, who is a LinktoEXPERT member, met 
and shared an office at the Centre Club’s Bistro in Tampa when they started their individual endeavors 
years ago.  

The 1,000th car was given away on April 15, 2019, Tax Day. It was the perfect day because if you donated 
your vehicle to WOS last year, you could be deducting the fair market value, not auction price! 

“When I had this vision 15 years ago to help working families continue working through ownership of a 
reliable vehicle, I hoped we could affect many lives in many ways, and here we are at our 1,000th car 
helping to keep so many families working and maintaining their family’s self-sufficiency. We look forward 
to the next 1,000 happening even faster!”, Susan Jacobs, Founder and CEO reflected. 

A celebration was held on Friday, May 31 where Wheels of Success hosted “Road Trip”, a fundraiser 
luncheon celebrating its 15 years in operation. Deiah Riley, Anchor of Good Morning Tampa Bay at ABC 
Action News, served as the Mistress of Ceremony.  

About Wheels of Success - Celebrating its 15th year, Wheels of Success continues to present repaired 
cars to working families. Wheels of Success presents agency and employer-referred working families with 
a reliable and repaired car, which enables them to have consistent transportation to work, keep their jobs 
and advance in their careers, buy enough groceries at one time to feed their families instead of buying only 
what can be carried by hand, participate in their children’s activities, and get to and from medical 
appointments. Wheels of Success provides a way for working families to remain independent and self-
sufficient.  

For more information, to donate a car, or help fund car repairs, please contact Susan Jacobs at  
813-498-0115 or info@wheelsofsuccess.org. 
 

About LinktoEXPERT - Since 2007 LinktoEXPERT makes it easy for EXPERTpreneurs to be seen 
consistently online, on stage, on social media and be heard frequently on radio and podcast interviews 
which results in being known as the trusted expert, worldwide. Executives and business owners get to 
know the problems EXPERTpreneurs can solve for them and understand the outcome of working together 
before they hire each other. The collaborative cloud community streamlines the hiring process: easily 
review expert’s education, experience, and achievements in minutes. Results: everyone can focus on what 
they do best while simultaneously delegating projects to other service providers. Together we save time 
and energy, make more money (often additional streams of income) and elevate our reputations which 
results in securing new projects. 


